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Abstract

As the solar photovoltaic (PV) matures, the economic feasibility of PV projects are increasingly being evaluated using the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) generation in order to be compared to other electricity generation technologies. Unfortunately, there is lack of clarity of reporting assumptions, justifications and degree of completeness in LCOE calculations, which produces widely varying and contradictory results. This paper reviews the methodology of properly calculating the LCOE for solar PV, correcting the misconceptions made in the assumptions found throughout the literature. Then a template is provided for better reporting of LCOE results for PV needed to influence policy mandates or make invest decisions. A numerical example is provided with variable ranges to test sensitivity, allowing for conclusions to be drawn on the most important variables. Grid parity is considered when the LCOE of solar PV is comparable with grid electrical prices of conventional technologies and is the industry target for cost-effectiveness. Given the state of the art in the technology and favorable financing terms it is clear that PV has already obtained grid parity in specific locations and as installed costs continue to decline, grid electricity prices continue to escalate, and industry experience increases, PV will become an increasingly economically advantageous source of electricity over expanding geographical regions.
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1. Introduction

It is technically feasible for renewable energy technologies (RETs) to replace the present fossil fuel electricity infrastructure [1, 2], however, economic barriers remain the primary impediment to a renewable-powered society. Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology, which converts sunlight directly into electricity, is one of the fastest growing RETs in the world [3,4]. PV is considered a clean, sustainable, renewable energy conversion technology that can help meet the energy demands of the world’s growing population, whilst reducing the adverse anthropogenic impacts of fossil fuel use [5-7]. From 2000 to 2010, global solar PV deployment has increased from 0.26 GW to 16.1 GW[8] with an annual growth rate of more than 40% [3, 9-11], due to both technological innovations that have reduced manufacturing costs by 100 times and various government incentives for consumers and producers [3, 4, 11-15].

Despite increased incentives and the demand for more sustainable forms of energy, PV has still not become a major energy supply contributor [3, 16]. The tipping point for solar PV adoption is
considered to be when the technology achieves grid parity [17-21] given that conventional-powered electricity prices are rising whilst PV installed prices are falling. 'Grid parity' refers to the lifetime generation cost of the electricity from PV being comparable with the electricity prices for conventional sources on the grid [13,15, 17-20, 22-24] often graphically given as the industry average for solar PV electricity generation against the average electricity price for a given country. Whilst this is a useful benchmark, its validity depends on the completeness and accuracy of the method used to calculate the lifetime generation cost of solar PV electricity. In addition, claims of grid parity at manufacturing cost instead of retail price have contributed to confusion [15]. The economic feasibility of an energy generation project can be evaluated using various metrics [15, 25-28], but the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) generation is most often used when comparing electricity generation technologies or considering grid parity for emerging technologies such as PV [9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 28-32]. Unfortunately, the LCOE method is deceptively straightforward and there is lack of clarity of reporting assumptions, justifications showing understanding of the assumptions and degree of completeness, which produces widely varying results [3, 10, 15, 25, 30, 32-38]. The concept of grid parity for solar PV represents a complex relationship between local prices of electricity, solar PV system price which depends on size and supplier, and geographical attributes [11, 13, 17, 19, 21]. Different levels of cost inclusion and sweeping assumptions across different technologies result in different costs estimated for even the same location. In addition, the trend of eliminating avoidable costs for consumers and folding them into customer charges can mask real costs of conventional technologies [39]. Reporting the wrong LCOE values for technologies can result in not only sub-optimal decisions for a specific project, but can also misguide policy initiatives at the local and global scale. In the solar case for example, it is still a common misconception that solar PV technology has a short life and is therefore extremely expensive in the long term [20, 21, 40, 41]. Yet, depending on the location, the cost of solar PV has already dropped below that of conventional sources achieving grid parity [3, 18, 20 - 22, 42, 43]. Since varying estimates exist for LCOE, this paper reviews the methodology of calculating the LCOE for solar PV, correcting the misconceptions made in the assumptions and provides a template for better reporting needed to influence the correct policy mandates. A simple numerical example is provided with variable ranges to test sensitivity, allowing for conclusions to be drawn on the most important variables.

2. Review of the Cost of Electricity and LCOE

A clear understanding of the relative cost-effectiveness and feasibility of different energy technologies is paramount in determining energy management policies for any nation. The actual electricity prices depend on the marginal cost of electricity generated by the given power plant and market-based or regulatory measures [26, 44, 45]. Various power plants can compete to supply electricity at different bids, such that the electricity price from suppliers varies depending on the accepted bid and technology [26, 46]. To reduce this volatility, calculations are used by retailers to assume a fixed or tiered system that is predictable for consumers and that accounts for any volatility in the supplied electricity price, upgrades to the grid system and other administrative duties [26, 39, 44]. Thus the final electricity price paid by consumers will be different from the cost of generation [19, 47].
The LCOE methodology is an abstraction from reality and is used as a benchmarking or ranking tool to assess the cost-effectiveness of different energy generation technologies [19, 27, 32]. The abstraction is made to remove biases between the technologies. The method considers the lifetime generated energy and costs to estimate a price per unit energy generated. The method usually does not include risks and different actual financing methods available for the different technologies [26, 32, 48]. For example, a feed in tariff (FIT) takes away the price risk for RETs by guaranteeing the price to be paid for energy generated by the source, but does not necessarily take away the financing risk for the technology, which is still a hurdle. Rather all technologies should be given the same economic analysis, with the only difference being the actual costs, energy produced and lifetime [27]. Conceptual parallels with reality can be drawn if the scenarios closest to reality are chosen.

Recognizing that LCOE is a benchmarking tool, there is high sensitivity to the assumptions made, especially when extrapolated several years into the future [27, 30, 32, 41, 49, 50]. Thus, if used to consider policy initiatives, assumptions should be made as accurately as possible, with respective sensitivity analysis (e.g. Monte Carlo) and justifications [30]. Ordinarily, LCOE is a static measure that looks at a snapshot in deriving the price per generated energy, whilst true markets prices are dynamic. The SolarBuzz solar price index (electricity, system and module prices) attempts to report a monthly dynamic LCOE, although the assumptions should be understood and it represents an average for specific circumstances [31]. It should be stressed that the type of financing is usually kept the same for all technologies, even though real markets would finance them differently. In addition, economic and financial systems have a large impact on the price of electricity, although the quality of electricity rarely changes, which is often not reflected by the LCOE. Finally, the technological assumptions often used are generalized for the given equipment set up. Costs and electricity generated can vary based on location, capacity for generation, complexity, efficiency, operation, plant lifetime and other factors [18, 19, 51]. The efficiencies and lifetime are taken as given, but do not necessarily reflect the actual specifications and performance in the field. The usual criticisms of the misuse of the LCOE is that agents use outdated data, do not consider the real plant utilization of the technology, do not capture the correct lifetime of the plant and do not account for the full costs of the plant, such as de-commissioning, carbon and other environmental costs, insurance subsidies (nuclear) and fuel subsidies (fossil) [32, 52, 53].

Improvements to the LCOE for solar PV can be made once realistic assumptions and justifications are given, real financing variability is considered, and consideration is made for technological and geographical variability. Understanding the true costs, energy production and system specifications would improve the capabilities of LCOE software like the Solar Advisor Model (SAM).

2.1 Estimates for Solar PV LCOE

In general, estimates for LCOE for solar PV tend to be fairly high compared to alternatives based on common assumptions [3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 25, 32 - 34, 36, 37, 41, 49, 54 - 62]. Note that these studies are all highly time dependent as the cost of PV has dropped dramatically in the last several years [9, 11, 18, 19, 49]. One of the most clear recent LCOE reports was completed
by the California Energy Commission in 2010 [14]. Although the report lumps solar PV technologies with a life of only 20 years, its merits include a range of cost estimates, projections for variables allowing forward looking values, a range of project types (Merchant, IOU: investor-owned utilities, POU: publicly owned utilities) and a consistent set of assumptions with detailed justifications and limitations. It should be noted that this report has already demonstrated that solar PV can be less expensive than traditional energy sources in California when considering peak power natural gas plants. Another recent reliable report is Lazard’s LCOE consulting report, which lists all the key assumptions made in the analysis of all technologies (PV is split into the two dominant technologies, thin-film and crystalline silicon), considering price ranges, effect of incentives and effect of carbon emission costs [58].

The Ontario Power Authority (OPA) in Canada considered LCOE (through a method called levelized unit electricity cost or LUEC) as the price (escalating with inflation) that would be paid to a generator that equals the present value direct costs (construction, operation and decommissioning) for the energy generated over the plant’s lifetime and included connection and transmission costs [63]. Apart from having no estimates made for solar PV, a report by Gibson et al. [53] outlined several deficiencies in the LUEC method including not fully capturing current and future costs so that the method cannot be considered an ‘all-inclusive’ cost analysis. It should also be pointed out that the OPA LUEC analysis as part of the Integrated Power system plan like many other LCOEs ignores biophysical, social and economic externalities associated with different supply mix options [53].

Table 1 summarizes several solar PV LCOE results in North America since 2004 for variables including technology, year, plant specifications, lifetime, loan and incentives, and location roughly ordered from best to worst in terms of reporting and methodology, showing that solar PV gets a 20 to 25 year lifespan in most studies with 30 years considered for projections. As can be seen in Table 1, the LCOE results vary by more than a factor of four and many do not fully cover assumptions. From the survey, it is clear that better reporting of LCOE assumptions and justification is required even for the relatively few variables chosen. Some studies quote a value from elsewhere without restating the major assumptions or case being represented [3, 4, 33, 36, 37]. This paper attempts to improve the assumptions used and the clarity of the LCOE methodology.

Table 1: Summary of LCOE estimated from various sources in North America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Plant Specifications</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Loan and Incentives</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3. LCOE Methodology

In this paper, the LCOE of solar PV will be reviewed and clarified and a correct methodology will be demonstrated for a case study in Canada, where few LCOE calculations have been done for solar PV when considering energy management strategies [37, 63]. Calculating the LCOE requires considering the cost of the energy generating system and the energy generated over its lifetime to provide a cost in $/kWh (or $/MWh or cents/kWh) [27, 30, 32, 34, 49]. Many have
noted that LCOE methodology is very sensitive to the input assumptions, such that it is customary to perform a sensitivity analysis [30, 32, 65] to account for any uncertainty. The general calculation method for LCOE is expressed by equations 1-3 [18, 27, 30, 32, 34, 35, 49, 66] whilst more complicated expressions can be pursued in Darling et al., [30] and Short [27]. Table 2 summarizes the nomenclature.

Table 2: LCOE Calculation Nomenclature

The sum of the present value LCOE multiplied by the energy generated should be equal to the present valued net costs [adapted from 27, 32, 49] in Eq. 1. It should be noted that the summation calculation starts from \( t=0 \) to include the project cost at the beginning of the first year that is not discounted and there is no system energy output to be degraded. Other methods can include the initial cost or down payment outside the summation, with \( t \) starting from 1.

\[
\sum_{t=0}^{T} \left( \frac{LCOE_t}{(1+r)^t} \times E_t \right) = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{C_t}{(1+r)^t}
\]

(1)

Rearranging, the LCOE can be found explicitly assuming a constant value per year in Eq. 2.

\[
LCOE = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{C_t}{(1+r)^t}}{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{E_t}{(1+r)^t}}
\]

(2)

Finally, the net costs will include cash outflows like the initial investment (via equity or debt financing), interest payments if debt financed, operation and maintenance costs (note: there are no fuel costs for solar PV) and cash inflow such as government incentives as shown in Eq. 3. As such, the net cost term can be modified for financing, taxation and incentives as an extension of the initial definition [30, 65]. If LCOE is to be used to compare to grid prices, it must include all costs required (including transmission and connection fees if applicable) and must be dynamic with future projects acknowledged in the sensitivity analysis. In this paper, no incentives will be considered.

\[
LCOE = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{I_t + O_t + M_t + F_t}{(1+r)^t}}{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{E_t}{(1+r)^t}} = \frac{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{I_t + O_t + M_t + F_t}{(1+r)^t}}{\sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{S_t (1-d)^t}{(1+r)^t}}
\]

(3)
Note that whilst it appears as if the energy is being discounted, it is just an arithmetic result of rearranging Eq. 1. The energy generated in a given year \( E_t \) is the rated energy output per year \( S_t \) multiplied by the degradation factor \( (1 - d) \) which decreases the energy with time. The rated energy output per year can be determined by multiplying the system size/capacity in kW by the local solar insolation that takes capacity factor into account in the units: kWh/kW/yr\(^1\).

Traditionally, this value is determined by multiplying the number of days in the year by average number of hours per year the solar PV system operates by system size to get the final units of kWh/yr.

The major generation cost for solar PV is the upfront cost and the cost of financing the initial investment, which means the LCOE is very dependent on the financing methods available and manufacturing cost reductions. Thus it has been argued that policy and initiatives must focus on this hurdle to make distributed residential solar PV affordable [8, 9, 15, 19, 28, 49, 55, 56]. When surveying the estimates as seen in Table 1, residential PV systems tend to have the more expensive LCOE due to lacking economies of scale [11, 38, 67], despite amortization facilities and lack of interconnection cost compared to utility scale PV [19]. The majority of this paper will consider costs in the context of residential systems whilst other papers like [30] cover utility scale.

3. Addressing Major Misconceptions and Assumptions in LCOE for Solar PV

The main assumptions made in the LCOE calculation is the choice of discount rate, average system price, financing method, average system lifetime and degradation of energy generation over the lifetime.

3.1 Discount Rate

Firstly, the choice of discount rate comes with ample uncertainty and this is dealt with using sensitivity analysis. The concept of discount rate puts a value on time preference on money, which varies by circumstance, location, and the time period considered. Furthermore, some investors vary their discount rate between technologies to reflect their perception of its financial risks [OECD/IEA, 2005]. The choice of discount rate can largely effect which energy technologies are relatively more competitive [49]. The private sector favours higher discount rates to maximize short term profit, but these may be too high to capture the benefits of long term social endeavours undertaken in the public sector, such as infrastructure and energy projects [49]. Governments often estimate a social discount rate for rating public projects that have long-term social benefit. For example, in Ontario, Canada, the real social discount rate (SDR) range used is 2% to 8%, with an individual’s SDR being 3.5% to 4.5% [63]. Finally, there is a distinction between real and nominal discount rate where inflation is included in the nominal rate [30].

3.2 System Costs, Financing and Incentives
In general, for the solar PV system costs, there are the ‘project’ costs associated with actual system, its design and installation; ‘administrative’ costs such as insurance and interconnection; ‘financing’ costs associated with the financing method and ‘public’ costs associated with taxes. However, what is not often considered in all power generation technologies are the economic, environmental and health cost of negative externalities. The system price, apart from capacity and manufacturing variability, is highly dependent on the type of solar PV system and location and type of the dwelling. For example, in general, a thin-film system is less costly per unit power than a crystalline silicon system. Inverters have variable prices, types and lives and the type of racking and installation needed depends on the house. None-the-less, most LCOE studies report an average for solar PV, not distinguishing between different technology types and balance of system (BOS) costs. If averaging needs to be made for simplification, then the assumptions made and how common they are should be reported [such as in 67]. In general, the BOS and labour costs represents 50% of the system cost [67], but strategies are being developed to halve these compared to best practice [69]. Solar manufacturing prices have been rapidly declining with economies of scale through turn-key manufacturing facilities and industrial symbiosis [68, 70, 71]. Inverter life and warranties are being extended to 10 years [11, 72] and micro-inverters may provide an economical choice for residential systems, which may suffer from partial shading challenges [73, 74]. Finally, installation costs will decrease with technological experience, although not as drastically [15]. Recent estimated installed system costs are summarized in Table 3. It should be noted that average installed costs for residential systems are lower in Germany and Japan than in the United States [67].

Table 3: Summary of recent Solar PV installed system costs

Depending on an individual’s credit history and the country’s taxation system, different financing methods can be used. Financing can come in the form of loans, a second mortgage, government incentives, third party financing and equity financing. Debt financing (loans or mortgages) is usually preferable since interest payments are non-taxable in some systems and it allows spreading the cost of the system over a longer period. Furthermore, if the solar PV system is recognized by a feed-in-tariff program, the income can be recognized as business activities for which the system can be used against taxes via the capital cost allowance in asset depreciation [67]. Finally, although many are adverse to a second mortgage, amortization allows for a longer loan term than usual loans (up to 40 years). This is important given the long working life of a solar PV system (greater than 20 years). As a proven technology, solar PV should be able to obtain similar financing methods as other energy technologies, although this is not necessarily the case in all circumstances as was recently shown in the difficulties for some developers to find financing for projects under the Ontario FIT.

The loan method effect on LCOE was recently considered by Singh and Singh [28]. They indicated that the LCOE value is static, whilst the actual cost of electricity increases, which result in the wrong conclusions for grid parity. Further, the loan period is for the guarantee
period and not the working life of the PV system. A graduated payment instead of an equated payment loan was suggested to allow the LCOE of the solar PV to escalate like grid electricity. Thus, the present day LCOE would be lower than with the traditional loan method, increasing as the standard of living of the individual increased. The new loan method was suggested since simply extending the loan term did not reduce the LCOE significantly [28]. Whilst the analysis was not done for a specific system, the new loan method was done for different terms, interest rates and escalation rates, illustrating that grid parity could occur today under certain financial circumstances with the new method. Finally, it should be noted that what is mathematically feasible in not necessarily what is socially feasible based on the current economic constructs of society and such an approach would require a policy mandate.

3.3 System Life for Solar PV

The finance-able life for a solar PV system is usually considered to be the manufacturer’s guarantee period which is often 20 to 25 years [75, 76]. However, research has shown that the life of solar PV panels is well beyond 25 years; even for the older technologies, and current ones are likely to improve lifetime further [77- 81]. A 30 year lifetime or more is becoming expected [82]. Singh and Singh [28] explicitly called for scientists to give an authentic figure on the working life of solar PV systems to improve confidence for the loan guarantee period [28]. An important consideration is that even if the loan term was shorter, the energy output from the PV panels would still continue at a negligible cost. If the LCOE for each year were plotted over time, with different equations before and after the loan term, adjusting for the annualized loan cost, the yearly LCOE would be substantially less after the loan term than currently considered [49]. In general, the working life of an asset is the life for which it continues to perform its tasks effectively. It is often true that the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs rise with the age of the asset. Since annual capital costs tend to decline and annual O&M costs rise, there is a minimum average cost per year at which point it is considered the economic life of the asset [83, 84]. At the economic life, the asset is then replaced or refurbished, since it becomes more expensive to run the asset thereafter. For solar PV, the O&M costs are due to replacing inverters (usually every 10 years), occasional cleaning and electrical system repairs [49, 85], which are relative costs that will decrease with time. It should also be noted that the life of many conventional power plants is much longer than rated since they tend to be refurbished or re-commissioned indefinitely – the same could be true of solar PV plants [49]. Thus, what is considered the economic life of the system depends on the acceptable energy output, which depends on the degradation rate (rate at which there is a reduction in output). Table 4 illustrates the effect of degradation rate and acceptable performance on the lifetime of the system in terms of a percentage of maximum power output (Pmax).

Table 4: Effect of degradation rate and performance requirement on system life

Finally, the lifetime and reliability of solar PV can be considered for different solar PV technologies. Crystalline silicon wafer based (c-Si) PV modules offer the best in-field data being the technology established on the market for the longest time. Skoczek et al. [77] provided the
results for c-Si PV modules in the field for more than 20 years originally characterized between 1982 and 1986 (relatively immature technologies). In their findings, more than 65.7% of panels are below the 1% per year degradation rate (mean power loss was 17.3% for 21 years average). For PV technology, it is difficult to define the lifetime since ordinarily there is no single catastrophic event, but more gradual aging and degradation. The end of life of the system has not been reached once the power output still satisfies the user. Gradual degradation occurs due to chemical and material processes associated with weathering, oxidation, corrosion, and thermal stresses [78, 77]. Current research would improve lifetimes through greater quality in production processes as knowledge is gained about failure mechanisms [78, 86].

### 3.4 Degradation Rate and Energy Output

Determining the energy output of solar PV over its lifetime depends on assumed degradation rate of the panels. Module encapsulation protects against weather factors, moisture and oxidation and can withstand mechanical loads (e.g. wind and hail). PV systems are often financed based on an assumed 0.5 to 1.0% per year degradation rate [65] although 1% per year is used based on warranties [49]. This rate is faster than some historical data given for silicon PV [77, 78, 86]. In a study on c-Si modules, it was found that faster degradation occurs earlier and then it stabilizes indefinitely [77]. In the study, more than 70% of 19-23 year old c-Si modules had an annual degradation rate of 0.75%, still less than the 1% year assumed [77]. The failure sources are summarized in Table 5.

#### Table 5: Summary of Power loss results for 204 modules installed in 1982-1986 with 19-23 years [77]

In another study, c-Si PVs installed in 1982 (much older technology) and tested in 2003 had an annual power degradation rate of 0.2%, although this rate was faster in the latter 4 years [78]. Thus, the earlier degradation must have been slower than 0.2% per year. Furthermore, accelerated aging tests indicated that the panels had at least 15 years more of acceptable performance beyond the 21 years [78]. Finally, another study indicated that the degradation of actual in-field c-Si cells is 0.2 -0.5 % per year [86]. It can thus be concluded that in general, a degradation rate of 0.2%-0.5% per year is considered reasonable given technological advances.

It should be noted here that there is a special case for amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) PV, which suffers from light-induced degradation [87]. In a-Si PV cells, performance degrades rapidly in the first 100 hours of exposure to 1 sun illumination until a degraded steady state is reached [88-90]. The effect has of yet not been eliminated, but a-Si:H PV are sold with warranties valued at the degraded steady state value, ignoring the above specified initial performance. To further compound the appropriate calculations of such thin film technologies, the output of a-Si based solar cells is generally under-predicted by conventional techniques developed on c-Si-based PV technology, because of the superior a-Si:H temperature coefficients and performance in diffuse light conditions [91-93]. In addition, it has been shown that the use of integrating photometers such as pyranometers can directly introduce errors in the prediction of a-Si PV system output, and over the course of a year, the output from an a-Si:H PV device can vary by 10% to 20% due
to this spectral effect, depending on seasonal and locational effects [94 - 102]. Because a-Si:H only covers a small fraction of this range, differences in the spectrum will have an amplified effect on the performance of an a-Si:H PV when compared to a c-Si PV devices, which covers a much wider spectral range because of its smaller bandgap. These effects have been widely documented [94, 95, 97- 103] and is the final reason generally attributed to the well-documented claims that a-Si:H PV modules will produce more energy per rated power than c-Si PV modules [95].

3.5 Grid Parity

As mentioned before, grid parity is considered a tipping point for the cost effectiveness of solar PV, and entails reducing the cost of solar PV electricity to be competitive with conventional grid-supplied electricity. For parity, the total cost to consumers of PV electricity is compared to retail grid electricity prices. Although the LCOE is not the same as retail electrical prices, it is used as a proxy for the total price to be paid by consumers, adding in as many of the realistic costs as possible. The LCOE methodology is then used to back calculate what the required system and finance costs need to be to attain grid parity.

Yang [15] determined that a realistic examination of grid parity would suggest that solar PV is much further away from becoming cost-effective in distributed (residential) systems than is normally claimed. The main problem Yang identified was 1) many analysts were not amortizing all of the cost to the end consumers and 2) wrongfully considering $1/Wp manufactured cost instead of retail installed cost when calculating grid parity [15]. However, applying Camstar’s Advanced Product Quality model suggests that the cost per kWh of the solar industry can be shifted down by 13-17% when applied to the manufacturing supply chain from design to system recycling at end of life [23].

4. Numerical Example in Ontario, Canada

In Canada, electricity prices range from $0.06/kWh - $0.17/kWh in major cities [51] so that as a proxy for grid parity, the LCOE for residential solar would need to be in this range. Using the simplified method outlined in Section 3 and improved assumptions, the LCOE was calculated for Ontario, Canada using ranges of variables to test sensitivity as an example. As shown in Table 5, a realistic starting fully installed system price is $5/ Wp\(^1\) as prices are declining and thin-film PV would show better performance in the relatively cloudy region of Ontario [96-98]. Other assumptions for the base example case include: a degradation rate of 0.5%/year [11, 78, 86], using 100% debt financing, an operating (insurance) cost of 1.5 % of the total system cost (average quotes from 3 insurance companies) and a maintenance (inverter replacement) cost of 9% of the total installed system cost (ranged from 6 to 9% in U.S. for 2009) [4, 11, 67, 72]. The inverter life is considered to be 10 years [11, 72], although longer warranties can be purchased [e.g. 104, 105]. To represent Kingston, Ontario a solar insolation accounting for capacity factor of 1270 kWh/kW/yr will be used, noting that there is a viable range of 800 to 1500 kWh/kW/yr in Canada and nearby states in the US [106].
Figure 1 A-C shows how the LCOE (value represented on contours) varies with financing terms and discount rate, assuming the energy output is 1270 kWh/kW/yr and system cost is $5/Wp. Interest rates were varied from 0-10%, discount rates are shown for 0%, 4.5% and 10%, and loan terms vary from 0-40 years. It is clear that the LCOE decreases with decreasing interest rates, increasing loan term and increasing discount rate. Since a zero interest rate loan is most favourable (for A, at a 10 year loan term and 0% interest, the LCOE is less than $0.60/kWh, whereas at 6% interest, the LCOE is $0.70/kWh), it will be considered for the remaining calculations. Note than loan terms need to be at least greater than 10 years to have a reasonable effect on LCOE (as shown by curvature of contours).

Figure 2, which plots LCOE contours in $/kWh for solar PV systems with varying system costs and discount rates, confirms that the discount rate has a small effect on the LCOE. Note that the discount rate would have a different effect if equity versus debt financing is compared [49]. A 30 year term is used for the following analyses because it is likely to become the new industry standard for solar PV warranties [82].

Figure 3 shows how the LCOE varies as the initial cost of the system varies from 0 to 7 $/Wp and the system lifetime varies from 20 to 50 years, assuming a zero interest loan, 4.5% real discount rate, 0.5% degradation rate and energy output is 1270 kWh/kW/yr. As expected, as price decreases and system life increases, the LCOE decreases. A 30 year system at an installed cost of $2.25/Wp to $3.25/Wp with a zero interest loan at the other assumptions has an LCOE of $0.10/kWh to $0.15/kWh is able to compete with grid prices at $0.080/kWh - $0.11/kWh. Regardless of lifetime, Figure 3 indicates that installed PV system prices still need to decrease by a factor of two to be economically competitive in the current economic system in Ontario.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of initial installed cost and energy output on the LCOE. Again, decreased cost and increased energy output are preferable and intuitive. The energy output enables Figure 4 to determine LCOE over a wide geographic region for any given installed systems cost. For Kingston, Ontario, for a 1 kW system and 1270 kWh/kW/yr with a zero interest loan, an initial installed cost of <$2.25/Wp is needed to be grid comparable with $0.10/kWh. Prices are currently not this low so that efforts need to be continued to reduce installed costs to challenge grid parity as well as consider the LCOE beyond payment for the system [49].
Finally, overall, a lower degradation rate means more energy output and thus a lower LCOE. In some cases, faster degradation earlier with lower degradation rate later is preferential compared to the average degradation rate when discount rates are applied.

5. Discussion

Table 1 gave an example of the existing varying LCOE estimates and inconsistency of reporting assumptions. Thus, the first point to be addressed is the reporting of LCOE. With the value or range given, the following assumptions must be provided and justified:

1. Solar PV technology and degradation rate (e.g. c-Si or a-Si:H, and 0.5%/yr degradation rate)
2. Scale, size and cost of PV project [including cost breakdown] (residential, commercial, utility scale/ # kW, # MW, $/Wp)
3. Indication of solar resource: capacity factor, solar insolation, geographic location, and shading losses
4. Lifetime of project and term of financing (these are not necessarily equal)
5. Financial terms: financing (interest rate, term, equity/debt ratio cost of capital), discount rate
6. Additional terms: inflation, incentives, credits, taxes, depreciation, carbon credits etc. (these need not be in the analysis, but it should be stated whether or not these are included)

A simple yet correct methodology with clear assumptions was used to calculate the LCOE for solar PV in Ontario, Canada. The results as presented in Figures 1-4 with contours give a useful way of considering the LCOE for various systems and specifications without constraining the assumptions. Other sensitivity techniques would include Monte Carlo Simulations [30]. Furthermore, the effect of specific variables can easily be seen once the calculations take all costs and energy into consideration. For Canada, under specific circumstances, solar PV LCOE grid parity is a reality once certain technological, pricing and policy hurdles are addressed.

The high initial upfront cost of solar PV still seems to be a hurdle to adoption, despite declining cost of systems. As shown in Figures 1-4, lower interest rates, longer term loans and higher discount rate are preferred in combination. The preference for debt financing is due to the ability to spread out the cost over the lifetime of the system, and is highly influenced by the discount rate. Positive discount rates mean cash inflows (benefits) are preferred in the near term, whilst
cash outflows (costs) are preferred in the far term. If comparing a consumptive technology like nuclear or coal-fired plants to a capital intensive technology like solar PV, which have no fuel cost that is susceptible to price fluctuation risk, a positive discount rate biases towards consumptive technologies. Consumptive technologies involve long installation times and high fuel costs that would seem preferred over a capital intensive plant that require high upfront costs in a short installation time, but negligible costs thereafter. In terms of sustainable energy management, capital intensive technologies should be preferable, but this concept is lost in the current economic system.

Figure 3 demonstrated that a zero interest loan over a long period could result in the lowest LCOE values. Financing still is an issue for residential systems and incentives should be considered that either provide zero interest loans or offset interest costs so that it was as if there was no interest. A zero interest loan from the government would work for distributed PV community programs, allowing governments to meet their renewable energy targets on a greater scale. The Ontario FIT program is the opposite incentive meant to reduce the effect of long term costs (interest and maintenance), whilst providing some economic return. Again, although FIT contracts guarantee a price for the energy, as seen in Ontario, financial institutions still consider loans in terms of individual’s credit histories and not the value of the contract.

The misconception about system lifetime and degradation were discussed here. Solar PV lifetimes will often be greater than guaranteed and new industry norms will at least be 30 years. If financing facilities do not acknowledge this extended time, the LCOE should still consider the working life for the operation and maintenance costs and energy production [49]. In the case of degradation rate, step functions may be needed in the LCOE calculation to recognize that for some systems, more energy is produced in earlier years and would have a higher weighting with a positive discount rate. As failure modes and degradation mechanisms are better understood, the rates used in LCOE can be systematically improved.

Finally, although Yang [15] stated that some system costs would not be feasible for grid parity, the fact is that it is under certain circumstances grid parity has already been reached in places like Hawaii and California [107] and much can still be done to improve the supply chain to reduce costs [23, 67, 70]. Solar module prices, inverter prices, system and component lives and BOS costs continue to improve as research and development evolves, putting some solar manufacturer’s at grid parity today [23]. In addition, it should be mentioned that cost effectiveness (or in this case obtaining grid parity) is not necessarily a sufficient driver for people to invest in any new technology including residential PV systems [15, 108-114]. An example is the adoption of energy efficient compact florescent light bulbs (CFLs) that are more economic in the long run, but have a higher upfront cost giving them the perception of being expensive [110]. In Canada, CFLs are being adopted more as older technology (incandescent) is being banned. The LCOE of PV, even at grid parity may be of little consequence to an individual if they cannot reap near term profits (savings) or the required energy needs as the next best alternative. Concerning grid parity, it is a difficult endeavour considering, fossil fuels and nuclear power still continue to receive larger indirect and direct subsidies than renewable energy technologies [115-119].
Greater adoption of solar PV will be driven by government incentives and policies and solar PV supply chain innovation [23, 111]. Consumers would prefer innovative products, greater customer care, increased reliability and quality of panels and supporting BOS, greater standardization in installation quality and reduced administrative time for government incentives such as FITs. Governments can monitor and create the policy for standardization to improve quality and provide training and interface management education [111]. Government policies need to have long-term objectives and certainty so that incentives are sustainable. For example, encouraging third party sale of solar PV electricity to the grid beyond the FIT at a retail price would increase the profitability of the system. Furthermore, if public policies surrounding retail, insurance and financing are aligned, then solar PV should be recognized for its added value, like a swimming pool would, for a residential dwelling except that PV would produce revenue. Finally, tax breaks (sale or income) can be considered for cleaner and renewable technologies over fossil fuel based technologies to encourage their adoption. One study indicated that an income tax benefit for purchase of the technology could have greater incentive than low interest loan [120]. To ensure sustainability of solar PV adoption through incentives, governments should assess the impact of incentives on adoption for different income classes and determine which will be best to meet their energy targets. Finally, in the same way that governments have supported and invested in conventional power generation projects, they could do the same for PV manufacturing to be able to reap cost reductions with economies of scale and other social benefits like job creation [121].

6. Conclusions

As the solar photovoltaic (PV) matures, the economic feasibility of PV projects are increasingly being evaluated using the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) generation in order to be compared to other electricity generation technologies. A review of methodology and key assumptions of LCOE for solar PV was performed. The LCOE calculations and assumptions were clarified and a correct methodology and reporting was demonstrated for a case study in Canada. It was found that lack of clarity in assumptions and justifications in some LCOE estimates could lead to the wrong outcomes and policy initiatives. Since the inputs for LCOE are highly variable, there is need for using sensitivity analysis to represent actual variable distributions so that there is no unreasonable confidence in a single set of assumptions. This paper illustrated that the most important assumptions were system costs, financing, lifetime and loan term. A higher inclusivity of costs and reporting assumptions and justifications is recommended, even if merely using the work of another source. Given the state of the art in the technology and favourable financing terms it is clear that PV has already obtained grid parity in specific locations and as installed costs continue to decline, grid electricity prices continue to escalate, and industry experience increases, PV will become an increasingly economically advantageous source of electricity over expanding geographical regions.
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Endnotes

1. Units used in solar PV industry:

W= Watt (measure of power), 1 kW = 1000W, 1 MW = 1000 kW, 1 GW = 1000 MW, used in capacity rating of energy technologies

Wp = Watts peak (measure of nominal or rated power of solar PV system as per the manufacturer)

kWh = kilowatt-hour (measure of electrical energy)

kWh/kW/yr = kilowatt-hours per kilowatt per year (annual energy produced per rated power of the system). A solar insolation value with these units accounts for capacity factor. The capacity factor (CF) is the ratio of actual power output to nameplate capacity over a period of time since power systems do not generate at maximum efficiency, 100% of the time.

2. Negative externalities for conventional electrical generation technologies include carbon dioxide emissions, thermal and air pollution and habitat disruption. For example, there are costs due to health problems associated with the air pollutants from coal-fired generation [122, 123] and for global climate destabilization [124].
Figure 1: LCOE in $/kWh for solar PV system varying interest rates, loan terms and discount rates (A: 0%, B: 4.5%, C: 10%) assuming initial installed system cost of $5/Wp, degradation rate of 0.5%/yr and energy output of 1270 kWh/kW/yr.
Figure 2: LCOE in $/kWh for solar PV system varying system costs and discount rates assuming zero interest loan, 30 year lifetime, degradation rate of 0.5%/yr and Energy output of 1270 kWh/kW/yr.

Figure 3: LCOE for lifetime of solar PV system versus initial cost of the system for a zero interest loan, discount rate of 4.5%, degradation rate of 0.5%/yr and energy output of 1270 kWh/kW.
Figure 4: LCOE for energy output versus initial cost of the system for a zero interest loan, discount rate of 4.5%, degradation rate of 0.5%/yr and 30 year lifetime.